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f the division of Germany at the
end of the Second World War set
the world on the path to the Cold
War, the attempt by the Russians

to strangle Berlin and get the allies out
was the first decisive "cold shot".

Churchill had warned a year before of
an iron curtain descending across the
Continent in the form of a Soviet men-
ace aimed at the whole free-world. The
sombre warning became a reality with
the Soviets taking power in very uncon-
ventional ways all over Eastern Europe,
an area they were converting into their
own backyard.

The West was slowly recovering from
the ravages of six years of war. Those
were days of shortages, food rations, the
lack of energy supplies, austerity, pessi-
mism. The balance of power in the heart
of Europe was uncertain and Stalin
made a push to grab what he could.

After months of travel restrictions be-
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tween East and West Berlin, Russia cut
its last link with the closure of railway
traffic, isolating the western part of the
city and its two million inhabitants from
their vital supplies.

From then on, food and other needs
could only come by air. And so they did.
Defying the Russians, challenging them,
the biggest round-the-clock airlift ever
started slowly afterwards to defeat the

blockade and keep the city fed and alive.
Every one of the hundreds of small
planes arriving and building a sort of
huge air-bridge into the city was cheered
by residents. Berlin would survive.

But the confrontation would take
years to subside. What little trust left be-
tween the conquerors of Germany, the
Russians on one side, and the Allies on
the other, was falling apart.

As the Daily Mail said: “In Whitehall,
the developments in Berlin are regarded
most seriously. It is recognized that the
attempt of the Russians to impose their
currency on the whole of Berlin is not
only a political move but it is the most
determined bid yet to oust the Western
Allies from the German capital”.

In London, Paris and Washington it
was decided to meet the challenge with
equal determination and with no com-
promise. The immediate future of Eu-
rope was at stake.
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ccasionally, I am invited
on to a talk show on
Basque television called
Políticamente incor-
recto. It is very kind of the

programme makers to think of me but
sometimes I wonder why they bother. I
am always told that we will talk about
general issues but in reality we always
end up talking about the current Basque
situation, which is something I know
little about, especially when what they
mean by the current situation is what
happened 40 years ago.

The other week we were supposed to
talk about Zapatero’s investiture but it
was the same old story. Except that this
time, something happened after the
programme, when we were having a bite
to eat in the studios: one of the guests ap-
proached me and asked: “What are you
Catalans up to? You used to be the ex-
ample to follow.” I replied that for many
Catalans the Basque Country is the ex-
ample to follow but my interlocutor was
having none of it.

The man I was talking to was Mariano
Ferrer, a renowned Basque journalist
who, though now officially retired, still
hosts an immensely popular radio pro-
gramme. In 1977 he helped found the
Egin newspaper and was its editor until
Eta bought up all the shares. It was in
1977 that Ferrer bravely published an
editorial demanding that Eta dissolve it-
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self because in the new democracy it had
no role to play. It is not uncommon that
when people come across Ferrer in the
street that they greet him with the
phrase “Mariano, lehendakari!”It was
just my luck that I would have such an il-
lustrious witness to my ignorance.

Ferrer expounded on the reason for
asking his question:

“Something went wrong during the
debate on your new statute. We saw that

you Catalans envied our financial sys-
tem, when up till then it was we who en-
vied you for far more substantial rea-
sons. We envied your coexistence and
the nationalist unity of action, your ac-
cord-based nationalism that is both
firm and at full-tilt. Spain could do
without the Basque Country, which is
very small, but it could never do without
Catalonia, which is so extensive, so
strong economically, demographically
and culturally, so European.

"You Catalans know this," he con-
tinued, "and Pujol made a contribution
to the governing of Spain while Maragall
launched a project of State in which
Catalonia could feel comfortable. Cata-
lonia has made and makes Spain what it
is. Spain makes no sense without Cata-
lonia. But the Estatut divided national-
ism. CiU and ERC came to agreements
on it separately and they acted not so
much with the country’s interests in
mind as those of the party, putting stra-
tegy first and affirming that their objec-
tive was to bring the financial system
into line with that of the Basques. We
were expecting a different aim: that the
borders be redrawn for u.: In the end, we
were left thinking: “Hell, all this about
the Catalans, it doesn’t add up to
much!”

Ferrer’s opinions of the Basque politi-
cal situation were no less forceful.

“In the eyes of Spain, all Basque

nationalism is tainted with violence,
even though PNB has never supported
it," he said. "The PNB, which has been in
crisis since the last elections when the
Socialists moved ahead of them and be-
cause it is constrained by the obligation
to back a referendum on independence,
needs the Catalan example of peaceful
nationalism. But the Catalans have al-
ways steered clear of the PNB, as if it
were a leper.”

Ferrer also made me see the difference
between Basque and Catalan socialism.

“It is unthinkable that a Basque So-
cialist could speak in Basque the way
Montilla speaks in Catalan…the Basque
Socialists are Spanish nationalists
through and through,” he says. Another
guest chips in with: “You Catalans have
it good and it shows that you are a model
of integration to be envied.”

A few days ago I was in the Catalan
parliament. On the ground floor I saw
that a medical team had set up equip-
ment so members could test their blood
pressure. I asked the person in charge
whether there were different results in
pressure depending on which party the
subject belonged to or depending on the
degree of responsibility the subject has
in the government. He told me that
since I had brought it up, he would keep
an eye out but that he had the feeling
that there wouldn’t be much in the way
of differences.
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Are the Catalans letting the Basques down?
In a chance encounter, Basque journalist Mariano Ferrer suggests that Catalan is no longer an example of nationalism
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